In the present work we have calculated several DFT reactivity descriptors for 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine at the B3LYP/ 6-311þþG(d,p) level of theory in order to analyze its reactivity in vacuum and solvent phases. Whereas, the influence of the solvent was taken into account employing the PCM model. DFT-based descriptors such as (electronic chemical potential, electrophilicity, condensed Fukui function….) have been determined to predict the reactivity of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine. A series of eighteen 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine derivatives was studied by using two computational techniques, namely, quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) and molecular docking. QSAR models of the antitumor activity of some 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine derivatives were established in gas and solvent phases which exhibited good statistical values for both cases. Whereas, multiple linear regression (MLR) procedure was used to obtain the best QSAR models and the leave-one-out (LOO) method to estimate the predictivity of our models. The most and the least active compounds were docked with the protein (3C4E) to confirm those obtained results from QSAR models and elucidate the binding mode between this type of compounds and corresponding protein.
Introduction
Lung Cancer is a malignant tumor, which threatening the human life and health. It is the most common type of all human cancers all over the world [1, 2] . The main cause of death for lung cancer is smoking, the early diagnosis which leads to a rise in tumor tissues and cell proliferation [3, 4] . Although treatments include surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy [5] . The mortality rate reached 158080 deaths in 2016 (US) [6] . Therefore, it is necessary to find a cure for this disease.
National Cancer Institute is now investigating 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine molecule to explore their effectiveness against cancer [7] . 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine represent a significant sort of heterocyclic compounds that find many practical and synthetic applications also provide a broad of natural products and bioactive compounds [8, 9] . Natural products demonstrate a wide range spectrum of biological activities with a high potential for medicinal applications [10] . 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine and its derivatives were found to have a high potential of biological properties including as anti-inflammatory, anti-malarial, anti-viral, anti-mite, herbicidal, antibacterial activities, also possess antitumor activity [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and have been used as pesticides and herbicides [18] .
In the recent years, the density functional theory (DFT), has become the most popular quantum chemical method were used to compute several molecular properties such as chemical, physical and biological systems [19] . The chemical descriptors have been defined by DFT for studying and predicting reactivity indices [20] .
Quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) studies and molecular modeling/docking techniques are valuable tools in computational chemistry and can provide invaluable information in early stages of drug design process. The QSAR analysis and molecular docking can study the prediction of biological activity and understand of ligand-receptor interactions [21] .
The quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) is a mathematical equation that has been used to correlate the molecular information and biological or physicochemical activity [22, 23, 24, 25] . Numerous scientific studies have been applied QSAR methods to predict biological activity of unknown compounds [26, 27] . In the recent researches, we note that QSAR calculation is accompanied in most molecular docking studies [28] .
In this study, our present research destined to analyze the molecular reactivity of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine by global reactivity descriptors and Fukui function based on DFT reactivity indices. Afterward, we applied QSAR studies and molecular docking were performed on a series of 18 compound of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine derivatives taken from the literature [29] in order to identify the key structural features required to design new potent lead candidates of this class. The results extracted from this study might be useful to design potent antitumor drugs.
Material and methods

Theoretical details
From DFT it is possible to define universal concepts and descriptors of molecular stability and chemical reactivity.
The global electrophilicity indiceis the property of being electrophilic and a measure of the relative reactivity of an electrophile [30] , is given
, where "μ" is the electronic chemical potential and "η" is the chemical hardness [31] . These quantities could be expressed as:
ε H: highest occupied molecular orbital and ε L : unoccupied molecular orbital energy. Yang and Mortier further proposed a coarse-grained atom by atom representation of the Fukuifunction, called condensed-to-atom Fukui function [30] . Based on a finite-difference approach, they can berepresented as:
Where ρ(N), ρ(N -1) and ρ(N þ 1) are the gross electronic populations of the site k in neutral, cationic, and anionic systems, respectively.
Computational methods
The reported quantum chemical calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-311þþG(d,p) level of theory for all 1,2,4,5-tetrazines. The geometry optimization in the gas phases was carried out using Gaussian 09 suite of programs [32] . The optimized geometry in the gas phases of molecules was further reoptimized in the solvent effect (water) using the polarisable continuum model PCM [33] . Atomic electronic populations were computed using the natural bond orbital (NBO) method in the both gas and solvent phases [34] .
Utilizing the check point file obtained from these calculations, the Gaussian 09 cubegen utility can generate the density cubes necessary to obtain each Fukui function. The cubegen utility in Gaussian 09 calculates the ρNþ1, ρN, and ρN-1 grids for use in generating electron-density mapped surfaces in GaussView [35] . GaussView then calculates the electron-density mapped surfaces from arithmetic operations on the cube
show the sites that are most susceptible to electrophilic or nucleophilic attack, respectively. All Fukui functions mapped surfaces were parameterized in exactly the same manner using GaussView, where Isovalue ¼ 0.020, Density ¼ 0.040. For this work, these surface-mapping parameters were obtained by matching previously reported f (-) and f (þ) Fukui functions for 1,2,4,5-tetrazine.
QSAR modeling
A total of 18 of 1,2,4,5-tetrazine derivatives has been studied and analyzed in order to find quantitative structure activity relationship between the antitumor lung cancer activity and the structure of these molecules. The biological parameters used in this study were collected from literature [29] and listed in Table 3 .
The multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis was employed to derive the QSAR models for some 1,2,4,5-tetrazine derivatives. MLR and correlation analysis were carried out by using statistical software SPSS version 19 for Windows [36] .
The QSAR study was performed by choosing some of electronic descriptors such as: HOMO-LUMO energy gap (GAP), electrophilicity(ω), the electronic chemical potential (μ), dipole moment (DM), atomic net charge (qN1, qC3, qN4, qC6), nucleophilic frontier electron density (f N N1 ,f N N2 ) and electrophilic frontier electron density f E C3 . Frontier orbital electron densities also involve the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), providing useful measures of donor-acceptor interactions in the molecular space [37] .
Nucleophilic atomic frontier electron density is defined as:
Electrophilic atomic frontier electron density is defined as:
Molecular docking
To the best of our knowledge, the quantum chemical calculations, molecular docking and various other theoretical molecular properties of these molecules based on tetrazine have not been reported yet. The Molecular docking was performed in order to explain in silico antioxidant studies and to examine the probable binding mode of the studied compounds with the amino acid residues of protein to validate the results of experimental results.
The studied compounds and protein preparation steps for the docking protocol were carried out in Autodock tools 1.5.4 from MGL Tools package using default parameters [38] , a grid box (x ¼ 8.20, y ¼ 90.6, z ¼ 22.3 at 1 Å spacing) was set to cover the folic acid binding site in the studied enzyme PIM1 kinase (PDB ID: 3C4E), the bioactive conformations were simulated using Autodock vina [39] . The results were analyzed using Discovery studio 2016 [40] and PyMol [41] softwares. The crystal structure of the enzyme (PDB entry code: 3C4E) [42] was downloaded from the protein data bank (http://www.rcsb.org), and its original ligand was removed then the most (4) or the less active (8 and 9) compound from our data set were docked in the active site of the studied enzyme (3C4E). The PDB file was prepared using Discovery Studio 2016 Table 1 Reactivity descriptors for 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine at theB3LYP/6-311þþG(d,p) level. [43] , cofactors and solvent molecules were removed from the model. For docking study, the three-dimensional structures of ligands were built and minimized under the Tripos standard force field with Gasteiger-Hückel atomic partial charges by the Powell method with a convergence criterion of 0.01 kcal/mol Å in SYBYL software.
Results and discussion
3.1. Analysis of the DFT reactivity indices of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine
The DFT reactivity indices of the 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine were analyzed by using the global indices: gap, chemical hardness (η), electronic chemical potential (μ), global electrophilicity (ω) and other parameters such dipole moment (DM) and total energy (Et) are presented in Table 1 , while the local properties are displayed in Table 2 , have been analyzed in both gas and solvent phases. The electronic chemical potential and the electrophilicity values of the 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine in the gas phaseare higher than in the aqueous phase, this indicates that the charge transfer is better in the gas than in the aqueous phase. Also, the electrophilic indices of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine may change in the presence in a solution.
The total energy vary slightly between the structures in the gas and aqueous phases. Which corresponds that the structure of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine is more stable in the gas than the aqueous phase. The dipole moment is greater in water (DM ¼ 1.085 Debye) than in the gas phase (DM ¼ 0.846Debye). This, suggests the dipole moment of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine increases with increasing the polarity of the solvent.
In Table 2 , we have reported the values of Fukui function calculated by NBO charge in the both gas and aqueous effect. Where, the electrophile attack characterized a largest value of f(-). The results indicate the more favorable site for electrophilic attack in both gas and aqueous phases at the atom N1. While, the nucleophile attack favor a largest value of f (þ). Therefore, the more reactive sites in the gas phaseat the atom H7, but in the aqueous phase predict reactivity site on C3. In addition, a visualization of Fukui indices of the 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine is shown in Fig. 1 to demonstrate the reactivity centers of the studied molecule. We note that the reactivity of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine in the aqueous phase is more reactive in the electrophilic and nucleophilic cases than in the gas phase.
Study of quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) for 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine derivatives
The analysis of QSAR was performed using pIC 50 of 18 molecules have been evaluated in vitro antitumor activity against lung cancer cell lines (A-549); these compounds are listed in Fig. 2 . In order to identify a quantitative relationship between the structure and antitumor activity. The values of the eight electronic descriptors in both gas and aqueous phases are listed in Table 3 .
Our work is based on the development of the best QSAR models to explain the correlation between the different electronic descriptors and the biological activity of the 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine derivatives in the both gas and aqueous phases.
The use of the nineteen compounds does not give any model satisfied statically. The compounds 5, 13 and 14 are three outliers, therefore, is necessary to delete these compounds for improving the quality of the regression models. After removal of compounds 5, 13 and 14, QSAR models were obtained and presented by the following mathematical equations:
In gas phase: 
QSAR models having R 2 ˃ 0.6 will only be considered for validation. The value R 2 ¼ 0.827 (model 1) and R 2 ¼ 0.835 (model 2) allowed us to indicate firmly the correlation between different parameters (independent variables) with the antitumor activity.
The F-value has found to be statistically significant at 95% level, since all the calculated F value is higher as compared to tabulated values.
In (Eq. (1) ), the antitumor activity in the gas phase increases by increasing values of molecular descriptors f N N2 and DM. The positive coefficient of the f N N2 shows that the antitumor activity needs a higher nucleophilic frontier electron density of 2-position Azote atom, indicting the ability of Azote atom to accept electrons. In the other hand antitumor activity in the solvent phase increases by increasing values of f N N2 , qC3 and GAP (Eq. (2) ). The positive coefficient of qC3 indicates the more positive charge of the carbon at position 3, the higher activity, which suggest that the positions 3 of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine ring should be occupied by electro-withdrawing substituent. In order to test the validity of the predictive power of selected MLR models (1 and 2), the leave-one out technique (LOO technique) was used [44, 45, 46] . The developed models were validated by calculation of the following statistical parameters: predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS), total sum of squares deviation (SSY) and cross validated correlation coefficient (r 2 adj ) ( Table 4 ). PRESS is an important cross-validation parameter as it is a good approximation of the real predictive error of the models. Its value being less than SSY points out that model predicts better than chance and can be considered statically significant. The smaller PRESS value means the better of the model predictability. From the results depicted in Table 4 , model 1 and 2 are statistically significant.
Furthermore, for reasonable QSAR model, the PREES/SSY ratio should be lower than 0.4 [47] . The data presented in Table 5 indicate that for the developed models this ratio is 0.173 for the first model and 0.164 for the second one. The high value of r 2 cv and r 2 adj are essential criteria for the best qualification of the QSAR models in the both gas and aqueous phases (Table 4 ). However, the only way to estimate the true predictive power of developed model is to predict the by calculation of pIC 50 values of the investigated 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine using model 1 and 2, respectively ( Table 5) .
However, the only way to estimate the true predictive power of developed models is to predict the by calculation of pIC 50 values of the investigated 1,2,4,5-Tetrazines using model 1 and 2 (Table 5 ). Whereas, the gas phase results are showing an average of the squared values of residues equal to 0.012 while the aqueous phase results are showing an average of the squared values of residues equal to 0.035. Thus, gas phase calculations are more accurate for studying a quantitative structure activity relationship of our studied molecules as tumor inhibitors.
The correlation plots of the calculated antitumor activity values in gas and solvent phases are very significant and shows a good deal of correspondence with experimentally reported data ( Fig. 3) . Thus, our QSAR models in gas and aqueous phases can be successfully applied to predict the antitumor activities in these molecules generations.
To investigate the presence of a systematic error in developing the QSAR models in both gas and solvent phases, the residuals of predicted values of the biological activity log 1/IC 50 was plotted against the experimental values, as shown in (Fig. 4) .
The propagation of the residuals on both sides of zero indicates that no systemic error exists, as suggested by Jalali-Heravi and Kyani [48] . It indicates that these models can be successfully applied to predict the antitumor activity of this class of molecules.
Docking results
We have chose for our study, the Pim-1 Kinase Domain in Complex with 3 aminophenyl-7-azaindole (3C4E) because BRAF (V600E) is the most frequent oncogenic protein kinase mutation known. Furthermore, inhibitors targeting "active" protein kinases have demonstrated significant utility in the therapeutic repertoire against cancer. Therefore, selective inhibitor of active B-Raf has been discovered. PLX4720, a 7azaindole derivative that inhibits B-Raf (V600E) with an IC(50) of 13 nM, defines a class of kinase inhibitor with marked selectivity in both biochemical and cellular assays. In B-Raf(V600E)-dependent tumor xenograft models, orally dosed PLX4720 causes significant tumor growth delays, including tumor regressions, without evidence of toxicity. Hence the choice of this derivative of 7-azaindole: the Pim-1 Kinase Domain in Complex with 3-aminophenyl-7-azaindole (3C4E).
The interactions between the studied enzyme (3C4E) and the more active compound (4) are shown in (Fig. 5) .
The studied compounds show several types of interactions with the protein 3C4E. The most important of them are electrostatic interactions type Hydrogen bond, Pi-anion, Pi-Pi Stacked Pi-Sigma, Pi-Alkyl and Vand der Waals interactions. The (Fig. 5) shows that the most active compound 4 present: -01 strong hydrogen bond between the GLU A: 171 residues and the hydrogen of N-H if the imine moiety which can be seen in green dotted lines -02 pi-pi stacked interactions with PHE A: 49 and PHE A: 130 residues, which can be seen in pink dotted lines -01 pi-sigma intreaction with ILE A: 185 which can be seen in dark purple dotted lines; -01 strong pi-anion interaction with the GLU A: 171 which can be seen in yellow dotted lines -02 pi-alkyl interactions with the LYS A: 67 and A: 52 which can be seen in purple dotted lines.
While the less active compound 8 and 9 presents only pi-sigma, pialkyl or pi-pi stacked interactions but no hydrogen bond is observed 6 and 7) , which means that the several groups in compound 4 (the most active one) presents a lot of hydrogen bond and pi-anion interaction than compounds 8 and 9 (the less active ones). According to these results, it is possible to understand the difference between the most active and the least active compounds, which is the lack of hydrogen and pi-anion interactions in the least active molecules. It should be noted that the molecules 8 and 9 do not have, on the one hand, an ester function on the nitrogen of the central cycle and, on the other hand, no trifluromethyl in para of the benzene cycle and is probably the cause of the low activity observed in the case of compounds 8 and 9. So the presence of ester function and triofluromethyl group (-CF 3 ) has a great effect on the values of the studied activities especially the anticancer one. This is in good agreement with the experimental observations. Fig. 7 . Interactions between the protein 3C4E and the least active compound (9).
Conclusion
In this study, Starting with the reactivity of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine. The results presented in gas and solvent phases indicated that the application of a solvation effect on the studied molecule affects its reactivity. In order to determine the influence of the electronic descriptors of 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine on the studied antitumor activity, we applied a DFT-based QSAR modeling in gas and aqueous phases. Our QSAR models have been validated using cross validation parameters, showed a common series of important descriptors in both phases gas and aqueous for antitumor activity enhancement, which are: f N N2 , f E C3 , Gap, qN1. Thus, we can say that the antitumor activity of novel 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine derivatives can be predicted based on their electronic behavior.
The docking study was performed to elucidate the type of interactions between the most and the least active compounds with the protein 3C4E. The results show that the difference is the lack of hydrogen and pi-anion interactions in the case of the least active molecules. Finally, we have also found that the presence of ester function and triofluromethyl group (-CF 3 ) has a great effect on the values of the studied activities especially the anticancer one which confirms the experimental results.
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